On 10/14/2005, the skeletal remains of a female were discovered in a chimney at an apartment complex in Dorchester, MA. The chimney was used as an incinerator in the 1960s but was out of commission since and blocked by an air conditioning unit. Upon examination, the victim was believed to have been born between 1965-1980 and was described as being of small to medium build, with dark brown hair past shoulder length. The victim was believed to be of mixed ethnicity, with no scars, tattoos, or broken bones, and had born a child(ren). The victim had significant dental work, to include a distinctive dental plate that may have been constructed in a Caribbean nation or in the Northeastern United States by a dentist with training in the Caribbean. Based on forensic genealogy, the victim’s ancestry resolves back to Brazil as a place of origin.

To provide or request additional information, please contact:
- Det. Charlie Daniels, Boston Police Department, State, (617) 343-5837, charlie.daniels@pd.boston.gov
- FBI ViCAP, (800) 634-4097, vicap@fbi.gov

Contact ViCAP for information on how your agency can obtain access to the ViCAP National Crime Database and view this case.